








Comfort Weal.

This mattress which brings luxury, superior comfort and high technology together is specially designed for those 

who want to enjoy sleeping. Viscose fabric made of beech tree, absorbs moisture more than cotton. Therefore the 

mattress is moisture absorbent. It contains firm foam on one side, and soft foam on the other side. Its ample form 

will make you feel as if you’re sleeping on a cloud. Its height is 26 cm
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Knitted Fabric Foam Orthopedic 26cmPocket Spring Double-sided



Dreams.

Body movements are restricted with mattresses that do not support the body well or that react slowly to

movements during sleep. Thanks to Hercule spring system, the springs immediately adapt to your movements 

during sleep, supports your body and ensures an active and comfortable sleep. It contains soft foam inside. Height 

of this mattress that supports the spine strongly is 27 cm.
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Knitted Fabric Hercules Bonnell Spring Orthopedic One-sided 27cm



Chocolate.

This mattress with pocket spring system features the springs which are placed singly inside the interconnected 

fabric bags. Movements of the springs are independent. Pocket spring system prevents spouses from feeling the 

discomfort of each other’s movements and offers an interrupted night’s sleep. In addition to the main support 

material, the spring alignment offers an extra relaxing sleep. Its height is 32 Cm.
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Knitted Fabric Pocket Spring Orthopedic One-sided 32cmViscon Fabric



florya.

It offers an uninterrupted sleep with its Hercule spring system, as well as superior comfort with its 

soft- textured removable smart-sleeping pad that has an ample form and extra full zipper. You’ll have an 

uninterupted and orthopedic sleeping comfort. We all have a right to own the best, the prettiest and the most 

comfortable of everything. This product offers the comfort and convenience you deserve. 

Height of the product is 28 cm.
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Knitted Fabric Hercules Bonnell Spring OrthopedicZipper One-sided 26cm



Sonia.
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Featuring Bonel spring system and knitted fabric, this mattress is a semi-orthopedic product. 

Instead of a %100 spring system, it includes both foam and spring proportionally used inside. A sufficient amount 

of support foam is used to avoid the deformation between springs and provides the comfort you need. 

Its height is 22 cm.

Knitted Fabric Hercules Bonnell Spring Orthopedic One-sided 22cm



Mediped
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Thanks to high-density material structure, this product helps to relieve the waist, back, shoulder and neck pain 

and enables you to use it sanitarily for many years. It is made of cotton fabric. We wish blissful sleep to those

who prefer this easily removable pad on the mattress. Height of the pad is 10 cm.

Knitted Fabric Visco Orthopedic 10cm





Pillows
Headboard

Pouf &Bench



coolhot

amethyst theraphy

lux visco

visco air

Bead Slicone

Outer surface of this pillow is covered with 100% cotton fabric. 
It has a comfortable and soft tissue. The pillow doesn’t cause 
sweating. Fill material consists of bead silicones. The product 
is washable at low temperatures Happy mornings await you 
with bead silicone pillow. 

Helping relaxation of shoulder and neck muscles with its shape suitable 
to spine structure, the Visco Therapy Neck Pillow is relaxing with a stru-
cture that completely adapts to the body shape. Maintains the correct 
line for neck spine by keeping it straight.

We created amethyst for the new combination of your amethyst 
mattress. This pillow carrying the positive effect of the amethyst 
in its fabric was produced based on the belief that the pillow 
collects the excess electric charge in the body and raises the 
capacity of brain.
Here is Amethyst Therapy Pillow for waking up to tranquil, stress-
free and delighting mornings...

In summer, microfiber-fabric side of this product provides a sense 
of coolness and softness. In winter, the other side with microp-

lush-technology fabric generates a warm sleeping atmosphere. 
Inner side of this pillow featured with coolhot system was 

produced, using visco foam. Have a nice sleep with this pillow in 
combination with your coolhot mattress.

Visco material with holes provides air permeability and makes the 
pillow breathable. The pressure applied on it enables the product to 
breathe. Thanks to visco foam, our product gives a sense of freshness as 
it supports your neck. The pillow designed with special heat distribution 
system enables air circulation. Have a breathable sleep with visco air 
pillow.

Visco Orthopaedic Pillow
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fiber cotton microfiber quilt

Liquid Proff Protector

This high-technology product with padding can be used for a long time.  It 
provides a firm and controlled support. It is light and soft. It is high time to 
get rid of your sweltry and heavy quilts. This product made of cotton fabric 
creates extra comfort and offers a high quality sleep.

This high-technology product with padding can be used for a long time.  It 
provides a firm and controlled support. It is light and soft. It is high time to 
get rid of your sweltry and heavy quilts. This product made of cotton fabric 
creates extra comfort and offers a high quality sleep.

This product will provide protection to your bed against bacteria, always 
keep it dry and healthy. The protector is liquid tight and stain-proof. Due to 
its breathability, it prevents bad odor. Its fabric has a high-level soft tissue.  
Thanks to stretch fits in each corner, the protector fits the mattress comple-
tely. This wrinkle-free product has non-slip feature. It is washable. No need 
to iron with its wrinkle-free feature. This mattress protector will help your 
mattress to be just like the first day as it makes you enjoy a relaxing and 
healthy sleep.
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naomi

luisa

lidya

perla

olien

bianca

fiona

stella

lea



aryanna

ayaz

volden

eliza

fyador

estiva

laura

nera

zeny magic
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bianca

fiona

bianca

fiona

nera
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aryanna

bianca

estiva

laura

fiona

nera

aryanna

aryanna
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* The photographs of the products were taken with a state-of-art technology.
   There may be some differences in colour tones or typographic errors which are caused by publication, preparation and colour distinction.  

* We kindly ask our clients to consider these remarks.

* SİDÜNEY has the right to make any change on the features which are stated in this catalogue whenever it deems necessary.

* SİDÜNEY is the affiliate of Akyol Groupe. 
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